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The challenge

- The leap from the TDD basics and your everyday reality can be huge

- You need to learn to walk before you can run

- But you are already running (although perhaps using one foot and one arm) 

- And you can’t stop
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The challenge – a sample

- Your project is a rewrite and enhancement of a legacy system of a massive size

- Ye olde dinosaur shall now live in the cloud and scale indefinetly

- More importantly, it should have a bunch of new features to justify the investment

- (no, living in the cloud and indefinete scaling is not a feauture. Those shiny new auto-

reports are)
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The way

- You now know TDD

- Tests are created. They are red. Then they are green.

- Your codebase doesn’t have smells, your codebase is one big blue cheese

- You refactor aggressively
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Intermission

COHORT 3 REPO SAMPLE REPO
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The way - continued

- Your tests are still green

- But nothing works anymore except the functionality that your two tests test

- You write more tests so that more things can work

- You refactor aggressively
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The way - continued

- Nothing compiles anymore and you don’t know why

- The customers wonder about the new auto-report and if they can have it before lunch the

next day
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The journey is the destination

- We’ve learned wishful thinking, and making the least-effort to fullfill the wishful thinking

- We can now the transformation priority premise and object calisthenics to keep our code sleek and maintainable

- We test on behavior and not implementation as to enable changes to implementation details without getting
clogged in hundreds of (when all comes to all) irrelevant tests

- And we can sort of do it as a group

- We still have a ways to go
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Thank you!

And looking forward to the next module
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